
PART A - Synapses and neural integration
PART B - Classical conditioning

Lecture notes

SYNAPSES AND NEURAL INTEGRATION

Synapses join axon terminals of one neuron to dendrites of another neuron for transmission of 
signals.

•

Electrical signals are within the neuron. Includes the action potential, electrical signal from 
axon hillock, along the axon and to pre-synaptic axon terminal.

•

Chemical signals are between neurons. Includes the neurotransmitter signal across the 
synapse.

•

The whole brain is complex, but think of neural communication in a very simple circuit.•
Sensory neuron (input) presses signal to motor neuron (output) to cause muscle contraction.•

Neuron signals

Neurotransmitter•
- the chemical messenger.
- released from pre-synaptic terminal.
- acts on post-synaptic receptors.
Synaptic vesicles
- stores neurotransmitter in pre-synaptic terminal.
- joins cell membrane wall release neurotransmitter into synaptic cleft.
- the neurotransmitter taken back into the pre-synaptic terminal is re-packaged into vesicles.
Neurotransmitter receptors•
- 'gates' on post-synaptic side.
- neurotransmitter in synaptic cleft joins with receptor.
- 'activates' receptor to open ion channels on the post-synaptic neuron.

Re-uptake pump•
- 'clears' neurotransmitter from synaptic cleft back into pre-synaptic terminal.
Enzymes•
- break down neurotransmitter in synaptic cleft.
- both the re-uptake pump and enzymes both stop neurotransmitter signals to the post-
synaptic neuron.

The synapse

Each receptor only binds to a specific type of neurotransmitter.•
Neurotransmitters only activate their specific type of receptor.•
Important for drug effects; drugs can act on specific receptors to cause specific effects.•

'Lock and key model'

SSRIs; selective serotonin re-uptake inhibitors.•
MAOIs; monoamine oxidase inhibitors.•
Act to keep serotonin in the synaptic cleft for longer; increase serotonin signalling.•

Anti-depressant drugs

Depolarisation of axon terminal, the action potential, triggers the neurotransmitter release.•
Neurotransmitter acts on receptor on post-synaptic neuron to open ion channels and pass 
signals.

•

Sending signals

Neurotransmitter receptors open ion channels when neurotransmitter binds.•
Different neurotransmitters open different ion channels (Na+, K+ and Cl-) to change 
membrane potential in different ways.

•

Receptor binding can cause depolarisation (less negative) or hyperpolarisation (more 
negative).

•

Ligand-gated ion channels [IO3]
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negative).

Receptor channels are activated by neurotransmitters.•
Signals can either be excitatory or inhibitory. •
Excitatory•
- receptor opens channels that cause depolarisation.
- EPSP; excitatory post-synaptic potential.
- closer to threshold for action potential.
Inhibitory•
- receptor opens channels that cause hyperpolarisation.
- IPSP; inhibitory post-synaptic potential.
- further from threshold for action potential.

EPSPs and IPSPs

The excitatory and inhibitory inputs (via dendrites) sum together.•
The graded potential at axon hillock depends on strength of synapse connection (on the 
dendrite).

•

A strong connection causes large change in membrane potential and weak connection causes 
a small change.

•

Summed potential at axon hillock depends on sum and timing of inputs.•
If enough excitatory inputs occur together close enough in time, the membrane potential will 
exceed the threshold level for action potential.

•

If membrane potential exceeds threshold level it triggers an action potential and the neuron 
sends its signal.

•

The sum of all inputs determines whether the sensory neuron passes the signal to the motor 
neuron to cause muscle contraction.

•

Graded potentials

Infinitely more complex, with billions of neurons and millions of billions of connections.•
The brain is an enormous 'integrator' of information and it adapts with learning.•

Integration of signals

CLASSICAL CONDITIONING

The simplest form of learning.•
Responding less strongly to repeated stimuli over time.•
Can be studied in humans using skin conductance response as a measure of anxiety.•
Weak stimuli stop producing anxiety more quickly than strong stimuli.•
Some strong stimuli show no habituation at all and can produce sensitisation.•
Sensitisation is where you respond more strongly to repeated stimuli over time.•

Habituation

Repeated stimuli exposures results in responding less strongly or more strongly.•
In those processes, associations are not between more than one stimuli.•
Associate learning is adaptive and essential for survival.•
Need to be able to learn how stimuli are associated in order to make sense of the world.•

Learning associations between stimuli

He was a psychologist whose primary research area was the properties of saliva and its role in 
digestion.

•

While doing research he stumbled across a phenomenon he termed the psychic reflex.•
The psychic reflex is used to identify the phenomenon of an indirect stimulus eliciting the 
automatic salivary reflex rather than a stimulus that operates directly on the stomach.

•

Dogs salivated involuntarily when food was presented. Over repeated sessions, Pavlov noticed 
that the dogs started to salivate before contact with the food.

•

The dogs were salivating to neutral stimuli that were simply associated with the act of feeding 
them their food.

•

Classical conditioning is a form of learning in which animals come to respond to a previously 
neutral stimulus that had been paired with another stimulus that elicits an automatic 
response.

•

Ivan Pavlov's discovery

Conditioned stimulus (CS): stimulus that does not instinctually elicit a response from the 
organism; metronome.

•
Classical conditioning model
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organism; metronome.
Unconditioned stimulus (UCS): stimulus that does instinctually elicit an automatic, reflexive 
response from the organism; food or water.

•

Unconditioned response (UCR): an automatic response to a non-neutral stimulus; salivation to 
the food or water.

•

Conditioned response (CR): a response that was previously associated with a non-neutral 
stimulus (UCR) that is now elicited by a neutral stimulus (CS); salivation to the metronome.

•

The steepness of the curve depends on how close together in time the CS and UCS and 
presented.

•

The closer in time, the faster the learning occurs.•
The CS must be informative about the arrival of the UCS.•
The number of trials needed is dependent on the species of the dog and the UCS.•

Temporal contiguity

Acquisition is the phase of learning in which a CR is established by pairing the CS and UCS 
together.

•

Extinction is the reduction and elimination of a CR when the CS is presented multiple times 
without the UCS.

•

During extinction, a new response gradually inhibits the CR.•

Acquisition and extinction

When an apparently extinct CR re-emerges in a weaker form after a delay if the CS is 
presented again.

•

In one of his studies, he extinguished the CR by presenting the CS alone on repeated trials, and 
the CR returned after a break of several hours when he presented the CS again.

•

Spontaneous recovery

Stimulus generalisation: when stimuli that are similar to the CS elicits the CR.•
Stimulus discrimination: showing a weaker CR to CSs that differ from the original CS.•
In order for classical conditioning to be adaptive, what is learnt during conditioning needs to 
be able to be applied to stimuli that differ slightly from when they were first encountered 
during the learning process.

•

Generalisation and discrimination

Involves developing a CR to a new CS after the new CS has been paired with a previously 
learned CS.

•

Once the metronome has been conditioned in the first learning phase, a second-order 
conditioned stimulus like a light can be paired with the CS, which can also elicit the CR.

•

Third and fourth-order conditioning can be done, but with more steps there is a weaker 
response.

•

Higher-order conditioning

Little Albert was a nine month old infant used in the study of fear acquisition.•
They allowed him to play with a rat, but seconds later they struck a gong with a steel hammer 
to startle him and elicit a fear reaction (UCR).

•

After a limited number of pairings of the CS (rat) and the UCS (gong noise), he was displaying a 
CR (fear) to the rat.

•

In addition, he showed stimulus generalisation to anything else furry and white.•

Acquiring fears

Attempted to treat a three year old named little Peter who had a fear of rabbits through 
counterconditioning.

•

By gradually exposing him to the rabbit in the presence of other children who were not afraid, 
he started to display more positive reactions to the rabbit than negative ones.

•

When he was removed from the study for two months, his fears reappeared when he 
returned.

•

By pairing the rabbit with some of Peter’s favourite foods during gradual exposures, the rabbit 
eventually elicited a positive CR rather than fear.

•

Treating phobias
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